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Outline of Talk

•Some old ideas that got away

•Introducing dark electrodynamics and dark charges

•Introducing the “leviton”

•Leviton cosmology and the effect upon data interpretation

•What next?
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•Assume that hydrogen carries a small monopole charge, q
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King (1960) placed strong bounds on the relative charge of the 
proton and the electron 

q ! 10!22
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Alfven-Klein Cosmology

Alfven & Klein (1962)

•Universe is a plasma of matter and 
antimatter.  

Difficulties with observed isotropy of CMB and light element 
production, unless the bubble radius is superhorizon.  

•We happen to live in a bubble of baryons.

•There exist bubbles dominated by matter 
and bubbles dominated by antimatter. 

•Such bubbles expand due to annihilations 
at the boundaries. 

 The Alfven landscape!



Let us retain the  “spirit” of these ideas, and apply 
them to the dark sector
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sector?
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•If the visible sector contains a plethora of stable modes, why not the dark 
sector?

•Assume that the dark sector contains some “dark electrodynamics”, U(1)’.

•Assume that the lightest “charged” DM particle has at least a TeV mass.

•Assume (for now) that the charged DM does not couple directly to the 
standard model. It can couple indirectly through the inflaton and of course 
gravity.

•Assume (for now) that the dark U(1)’ is unbroken.

•Assume that our Hubble patch contains a net overall charge.

Some dark assumptions



•Note that if our charged DM particle has TeV mass and short range weak 
scale interactions with the remaining dark sector, a “WIMPless miracle” can 
occur and it can have the right relic abundance to make up a significant 
fraction of dark matter in our Universe (Feng & Kumar, 2008)

Other considerations and motivations



•For TeV mass particles, the bound on the dark fine structure constant is                                                                          

(Ackerman et al, 2008)

(compare with King’s bound                          for the visible sector)
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•Note that if our charged DM particle has TeV mass and short range weak 
scale interactions with the remaining dark sector, a “WIMPless miracle” can 
occur and it can have the right relic abundance to make up a significant 
fraction of dark matter in our Universe (Feng & Kumar, 2008)
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•Dark U(1)’s are prevalent in string theory. Theoretical considerations 
(holographic, charged BH (in)stability) suggest that gauge forces should 
not be weaker than gravity. For gauge coupling g, this suggests an 
effective theory cut-off              with stable particles of mass below 
or around the cut-off. (Arkani-Hamed et al, 2007)
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•Assume that the lightest charged DM particle is BPS and saturates this 
bound, so that the dark U(1) has gravitational strength (frequently the 
case in string theory). If its mass is TeV, then it follows that
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Other considerations and motivations

Call this particle the “leviton”
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without causing any damage. 
He compared the buoyancy of the crown to the buoyancy 

of a golden reference sample (his probe)



Weighing the Universe

Archimedes was asked by King Hiero II to find a way to 
check that the Royal crown was as golden as it appeared, 

without causing any damage. 
He compared the buoyancy of the crown to the buoyancy 

of a golden reference sample (his probe)

In cosmology we use the same principles to 
weigh the Universe...only now we use a 
number of different probes and have to 

correlate the results
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Leviton cosmology
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By ignoring the  gauge repulsion in the SN probe, we 
erroneously deduce a more negative equation of state!



The leviton alters how one should interpret the 
data...

WMAP collaboration, 2008
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Summary
•Some species of dark matter may be charged under a long range, dark U(1). 
The lightest charged particle can form a significant fraction of the dark matter.

•If our Hubble patch is dominated by the charges of a certain sign, in the same 
way it is dominated by baryons as opposed to antibaryons, there are dramatic 
implications for data interpretation.

•Uncharged probes, like CMB, don’t see the gauge repulsion and don’t care about 
the DM charge

•Charged probes, like SN, do see the gauge repulsion and this must be 
accounted for to avoid extracting erroneous results.

•Failing to account for the charged nature of the SN probe can trick us into 
believing that w<-1, for example.  This happens without the need to introduce 
any pathologies such as phantom fields.

•Can explain the anomalous Hubble flow seen at around 100-300 MPc 
(Kashlinsky et al 2008) using galactic overdensities of charged DM, with a 
locally increased gauge repulsion.
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Need to re-examine everything we thought we knew 
about...

•Luminosity distance, and BAO
•CMB and the acoustic peak structure
•Galaxy formation

After a more careful analysis of the data, the big 
questions are: 

•What are the bounds on the fraction of DM that may 
be charged under the dark U(1)’? 

•How much can this affect our perceived EoS for DE?



Thanks



Leviton cosmology from GR

A system of levitons distributed on a general FRW background is 
described by a generalized McVittie solution (Kastor & Traschen,  1993)
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We can extract the Hubble parameter by writing this solution as a 
sub-horizon perturbation about the observers local Lorentz frame, 

in Newtonian gauge

We recover the leviton cosmology displayed earlier


